The type, amount, and location of DNA methylation within a gene provides pivotal information on the enzymatic pathway by which it was achieved and its functional consequences. In plants (angiosperms specifically), gene body methylation (gbM) refers to genes with an enrichment of CG DNA methylation within the transcribed regions and depletion at the transcriptional start and termination sites. GbM genes often compose the bulk of methylated genes within angiosperm genomes and are enriched for housekeeping functions. Contrary to the transcriptionally repressive effects of other chromatin modifications within gene bodies, gbM genes are constitutively expressed. GbM has intrigued researchers since its discovery, and much effort has been placed on identifying its functional role. Here, we highlight the recent findings on the evolutionary origin and molecular mechanism of gbM and synthesize studies describing the possible roles for this enigmatic epigenetic phenotype.
INTRODUCTION
distribution of mCG, mCHG and mCHH provide information on the enzymatic pathway by which it was achieved, gene ontology, expression, length, and rate of nucleotide substitutions [6, [15] [16] [17] . Within angiosperms (flowering plants) there are at least five distinct classes of methylated genes that are classified based on enrichment tests for each site class ( Fig. 1) : (a) Un-methylated (UM): DNA methylation is absent at all three site classes throughout the entire transcribed region of the gene body; (b) Gene body methylated (gbM): enrichment of mCG within the transcribed regions, and depletion at the transcriptional start (TSS) and termination sites (TTS). GbM genes make up the bulk of DNA methylated genes, are often housekeeping, constitutively expressed, long (bp) relative to UM genes, and slowly evolving in terms of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site to synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dN/dS) compared to UM genes [7, [15] [16] [17] [18] . Furthermore, gbM is evolutionary conserved; orthologous proteins between species are typically gbM. (c) TSS: mCG is also enriched in this class of genes, however the distribution is limited to the TSS, which represses gene expression [7] ; (d) CG/CHG gene: enrichment of mCHG and depletion of mCHH within the transcribed region. mCG may or may not be enriched. Unlike gbM, these genes are typically expressed at lower levels than all genes and gbM genes across a diverse set of angiosperms [7] ; and (e) CHH/RdDM gene: enrichment of mCHH with possible enrichment of mCG and mCHG within the transcribed region. RdDM genes in Arabidopsis thaliana are mostly silenced throughout the plant with the exception of pollen and developing seeds [19] . Unlike gbM genes, DNA methylation levels of CG/CHG and CHH/RdDM genes are not conserved [7] . Additionally, non-gbM genes do not share similar and other conserved features as gbM genes when compared to UM genes [7] . Even though DNA methylation is commonly found in genes, the type and pattern of DNA methylation is often reflective of its expression status.
Although many of these patterns are observed across land plants (embryophyta), most attention has been placed on understanding the evolutionary origins and consequences of, and mechanism for establishing and maintaining gbM [8, 17] . The function of gbM is unknown, but studies have provided evidence for possible functions, including gene regulation [20, 21] . Furthermore, variation of DNA methylation (including gbM) between plant accessions has been hypothesized to be adaptive [22] . Conversely others have provided evidence for a lack of function. This review synthesizes the evolutionary and molecular studies on gbM, bringing to light mechanisms for establishment and maintenance, and possible function(s).
ON THE ORIGINS OF GBM
GbM was first described in the model plant species A. thaliana (Brassicaceae/mustard family) [23] . Since its discovery, studies have systematically branched out to include investigations of closely to more distantly related plant species, which has painted a picture of the evolution and conservation of gbM [7, 16, 18, 21, 24] . More recently, large, comparative studies incorporating species sister to flowering plants have helped to resolve this picture [4, 6, 8] . MCG can be found within gene bodies of angiosperms, gymnosperms (represented by Pinus taeda), ferns, lycopods (represented by Selaginella moellendorffii), liverworts (represented by Marchantia polymorpha), moss (represented by Physcomitrella patens), and green algae (represented by Chlorella sp. NC64A) [3, 6, 8] . Despite the presence of mCG in gene bodies of gymnosperms, ferns, lycopods, liverworts, mosses, and green algae, the levels and distributions have diverged [3, 6] . In gymnosperms and ferns, levels and distribution of mCG in protein-coding genes are similar to angiosperms [6] . However, levels of mCG track that of mCHG [6] , and thus most likely H3K9me2, a histone modification typically associated with a repressive chromatin state. Hence, H3K9me2 does not repress gene expression in species sister to angiosperms, or mCHG is maintained by an alternative mechanism in gymnosperms and ferns. In P. taeda the distribution of mCG flanking and within gene-bodies shares some resemblance to patterns in the basal-most angiosperm Amborella trichopoda [6] . However, there is also similarity to Chlorella sp. NC64A [3, 6] . S. moellendorffii has low and constant levels of mCG flanking and within gene-bodies [3, 6] . In M. polymorpha there is a spike of DNA methylation at all three sequence contexts around the TSS and TTS, with DNA methylation being depleted immediately at the TSS and TTS [6] . Furthermore, mCG does not increase across the gene body, but rather is depleted towards the center [6] . When all genes are considered in P. patens there is an apparent lack of mCG within gene bodies [3, 6] . This is in contrast to Chlorella sp. NC64A, which has extremely high levels of mCG relative to embryophyta [3, 6] . Additionally, mCG levels are reduced at the TSS and TTS, but not to the same extent as what is observed in angiosperms [3] .
Enrichment tests are used to identify genes with statistically significant levels of mCG and depletion of non-mCG. The exclusivity of mCG along with the distribution across the entire gene body is used to describe gbM genes [7, 8] . These tests have been heavily applied in angiosperms (e.g., [7] ), but the application of these tests in species sister to angiosperms is sparse. Recent work by [6] has identified mCG-enriched genes in P. taeda, S. moellendorffii, and M. polymorpha. However, the distributions of the mCG in these genes are not typical of gbM genes identified in angiosperms with the exception being P. taeda [6] . Hence, it is conceivable then that gbM loci might exist in species sister to angiosperms. However do these mCG-enriched genes follow other patterns and consequences of gbM genes as in angiosperms? A question that remains outstanding at this time. Overall, current evidence based on distribution of DNA methylation across all genes suggests gbM is exclusive to angiosperms. However, deeper taxonomic sampling and higher coverage whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) might reveal the evolution of gbM to be earlier in plants. Changes in function of DNA methyltransferases and/or histone demethylases in the ancestor of angiosperms need to have occurred for gbM to arise. These observations suggest possible differences in underlying pathways and function between angiosperms and other viridiplantae (land plants and green algae).
The timing for the evolution of gbM in angiosperms corresponds with the evolution of CMT3 and orthologous proteins (ZMET2 and ZMET5) through a duplication event shared by all angiosperms [6] . A second duplication event at the base of eudicots gave rise to CMT1 and CMT3 [6] . Hence, ZMETs are co-orthologous to CMT1 and CMT3 [6] . In eudicots and monocots, chromomethylase proteins function in catalyzing and maintaining mCHG [11, 12] . Although an unlikely candidate to contribute to a mechanism of gbM, independently derived naturally occurring mutants for CMT3 (Conringia planisiliqua and Eutrema salsugineum) have lost gbM from their genomes, yet retain mCG within repetitive DNA [17] . Based on monophyly of CMT3 and ZMETs, the latter might similarly contribute Bewick to a mechanism of gbM in monocots. However, a naturally occurring zmet species has yet to be confidently identified [6] . It is noteworthy that gbM is not immediately lost in A. thaliana cmt3 mutants most likely due to the maintenance of mCG by MET1 [17, 25] . This suggests that the loss of gbM in mutants or species with defects in CMT3 is gradual over evolutionary time. Loss of gbM occurring over evolutionary time is also supported by species relationships of C. planisiliqua, E. salsugineum and other Brassicaceae species [26] . The most recent common ancestor for both species for which gbM is observed is ~24 and ~41 million years ago (MYA), respectively [26] , suggesting the loss can take millions of years. However, the presence/absence of CMT3 and gbM phenotype are unknown for more closely related Brassicaceae species including other Conringia spp. and Eutrema spp. Additionally, CMT3 alleles and gbM phenotypes may have segregated differently between populations, thus gbM could be polymorphic within a species suggesting a quicker loss of gbM.
The accumulation of gbM also appears to occur slowly over time. In met1 plants, mCG and gbM is lost genome-wide, however, even after reintroducing wild-type MET1 alleles gbM does not immediately return whereas mCG at many repeats and transposons does [17, 25] . (Fig. 2) . How the presence of CMT3 and mCHG at transcribed genes leads to methylation at CG sites is unclear. However, the presence of methylated DNA serves as a substrate for continual recruitment of SRA-containing proteins such as KYP/SUVH4, SUVH5 and SUVH6. These enzymes produce H3K9me2 at DNA methylated loci, which leads to a constant tug-of-war between IBM1 and KYP/SUVH4, SUVH5 and SUVH6. Although IBM1 functions to remove H3K9me2 from transcribed loci, the rare failure to do so results in footprints in the form of mCG that accumulate over evolutionary time due to maintenance activity of MET1.
GBM FUNCTION REMAINS ENIGMATIC
Genes underlie many phenotypic differences within and between species. Hence, by nature gbM is interesting due to its occupancy within coding sequence, and its potential contributions to phenotypes. This has led to several hypotheses for its possible function. GbM has been hypothesized to regulate splicing and gene expression [20, 21] . GbM possibly enhances splicing accuracy through exon definition [28] [29] [30] , and by excluding non-CG DNA methylation at acceptor splice sites that have been shown to reduce splicing efficiency [21] . Furthermore, mCG might inhibit DNA polymerase II (Pol II) and transcriptional initiation, which provides an explanation for depletion at the TSS and low expression levels of genes with DNA methylation at this region [1, 7, 28] . However, DNA methylation within the gene body has limited to no effect on transcriptional elongation [1] . Together these observations suggest gbM and transcription are associated at some level, but further details remain at large.
H2A.Z is a conserved eukaryotic histone variant, and is preferentially enriched at the beginnings of genes where it contributes to promoter competence [30] [31] [32] [33] . Hence, DNA methylation and H2A.Z are anticorrelated, and DNA methylation may prevent H2A.Z from encroaching into gene bodies and aberrant transcription [20] . Alternatively, H2A.Z may prevent DNA methylation from encroaching into promoters and disrupting gene expression [20, 34] . However, in light of identification of species without gbM and A. thaliana mutant lines, these hypotheses seem to go dark as none of the predicted changes for splicing, gene expression, H2A.Z occupancy, and other molecular phenotypes are observed [17, 25] . Specifically, no differences between gbM genes and evolutionary or synthetically removed gbM genes was observed for splicing, gene expression and H2A.Z occupancy [25] . Thus, gbM is dispensable in some species.
Several lines of evidence suggest gbM may serve a yet undiscovered function: (i) gbM is found in 47 of 49 angiosperms investigated to date, which spans angiosperm diversification and evolutionary time [7] . More losses would be expected if gbM is functionally obsolete in every angiosperm; (ii) Across eudicots, the gbM-dependent protein CMT3 evolved under purifying selection with potentially deleterious allelic variation being selectively removed [6] . When purifying selection is weakened -as in certain clades within the Brassicaceaenull alleles are introduced, which negatively affect the mechanism of gbM and are associated with lower numbers of gbM loci. However, (i) and (ii) are confounded by the role of CMT3 in maintaining mCHG at transposons and other regions of the genome [25] . (iii) The addition of a methyl group to a cytosine requires the transcription and translation of methyltransferases and protein complexes, and is a biochemical reaction with energetic and metabolic costs [35] . With costs, benefits most likely ensue. A potential function of gbM, whether universally shared among all angiosperms, clades of closely related species, or species-specific, is unknown.
One possibility is that gbM represents standing epigenomic variation that could be advantageous under novel selection pressures. Epigenomic variation, including epiallelesheritable, genetically identical alleles that differ in transcriptional level [36] -are observable across >1000 A. thaliana accessions [19, 22, 37] . For example, the same gene can be polymorphic for DNA methylation (or a "poly-epiallele"), where it can be found as unmethylated, gbM methylated or possess transposable element-like DNA methylation (teM; i.e., RdDM) across accessions [37] (Fig. 3) . Additionally, the presence of gbM genes are correlated with latitude of origin [22] . A. thaliana accessions found in colder environments have higher levels of gbM for a significant fraction of the genome, which might be adaptive [22] . How selection or neutral processes act on epigenetic variation is unknown. Understanding how epigenetic variation arises and segregates within and between populations can shed light on selection for epigenetic variation, and elucidate possible adaptive epiallelic variation and ultimately function. Although the selection pressure to maintain epigenomic variation, including gbM, for adaptive purposes will most likely be population-specific, and thus rare. Alternatively, epigenomic variation is effectively neutral or the background result of other epigenetic processes.
GBM POSSIBLY EVOLVED AS A BYPRODUCT OF DNA METHYLATION

SILENCING OF REPEATS
The evolution of gbM may represent an inconsequential byproduct of DNA methylation silencing of transposable elements (TEs) and other repetitive DNA sequences. Insertion of TEs or other repetitive elements within or in close proximity of genes can disrupt gene expression, which can produce negative phenotypic and fitness consequences [38] .
Mechanisms have evolved to silence TEs and other repetitive elements as to maintain proper stoichiometry of gene expression [39, 40] . An evolutionarly conserved mechanism is through the RdDM pathway [41] , which uses siRNAs produced from double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) generated by sense-antisense pairing or hairpin structures of inverted repeats [42] . SiRNAs are also generated by RNA polymerase IV (Pol IV) by producing long single-stranded RNA transcripts. The RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2) then converts these transcripts to dsRNA, which are further processed into the appropriate size and loaded into protein complexes that associate with DNA and the de novo methyltransferase DRM2 [43, 44] . Non-coding transcripts generated by RNA polymerase V (Pol V) additionally recruit these complexes and DRM2 [45] . Although this mechanism is typically reserved for repetitive DNA (and a small subset of genes), other modifications affect both transcribed and repetitive DNA, but the regulation of these has evolved to ensure expression and silencing, respectively. For example, H3K9me2 is required for establishment of transcriptional silencing of TEs and repetitive DNA [46] , but is also transiently found within genes, being removed by IBM1 [47] . These modifications and accompanying DNA element-specific mechanisms provide a potential link between DNA methylation silencing of repeats and the evolution of gbM. Furthermore, the deposition of DNA methylation may be more tolerable within genes as compared to TEs due to differences in transcriptional regulation [27] . Overall, divergent regulatory mechanisms of shared modifications between genes and TEs evolved to ensure expression and silencing of these DNA elements, respectively. However, as a byproduct, DNA methylation may have been introduced into gene-bodies and subsequently maintained over evolutionary time.
CONCLUSIONS
GbM is characterized by enrichment of mCG within the transcribed region, and depletion at the TSS and TTS. Maintenance of gbM is dependent on a CHG methyltransferase belonging to the chromomethylase gene family, which may have diverged in function since the split of angiosperms from gymnosperms. Phylogenetic relationships of chromomethylase genes and patterns of DNA methylation within gene bodies corroborate differences between angiosperms and earlier diverged plants. Recent identification of naturally occurring gbM mutants suggests dispensability of this evolutionary conserved and genomically abundant type of DNA methylation. Thus, the function of gbM remains elusive. Overall, a simple scenario for the evolution of gbM is not at hand, and several steps likely occurred to remove repressive marks from genes, but be maintained in TEs and vice versa. Consequently, the origins of gbM likely share deep roots with transcriptional silencing of repetitive DNA elements. A gene might "flip" DNA methylation state due to a change in targeting by a DNA methylation pathway. Changes to DNA methylation might be stable for many generations or represent more plastic changes occupying shorter periods of time. This variation could be adaptive, for example, in the face of environmental changes. The figure represents one example of a poly-epiallele (AT2G07680) identified by [37] .
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